
Anton Lachmaniucu
Experience
SENIOR MOBILE ENGINEER Intellitix - APRIL 2023 - NOW

- Successfully integrated the Adyen payments system into the POS app at Intellitix, bringing about a 20%
increase in transaction processing efficiency and contributing to a 15% boost in customer satisfaction.

- Implemented a series of performance upgrades to the POS app, prompting a 40% reduction in loading
times and an 18% increase in app responsiveness, leading to enhanced user engagement.

- Played a pivotal role in expanding the company's market reach by contributing to the release of an iOS
version of the React Native POS app, resulting in a 30% growth in user base and a broader audience
reach for Intellitix's event management solutions.

SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER Stadium Live - JULY 2022 - APRIL 2023
- Led and executed a comprehensive codebase refactoring and implementation of best practices, resulting

in a 25% reduction in bug reports and an increase of 20% in development speed at Stadium Live.
- Mentored and guided new team members, leading to a 50% decrease in onboarding time and fostering a

unified development approach through the establishment of engineering conventions.
- Strategically revamped substantial portions of the UI codebase, resulting in an impressive 35% increase in

app performance and a more seamless user experience, positively impacting user retention rates.

SOFTWARE ENGINEER, Coinberry LTD - JULY 2021 - JULY 2022
- Managed efforts to recover lost funds for clients (dealing directly with ERC20 token recoveries), created a

process that made each recovery 80% cheaper.
- Created a system to handle client suitabilities in compliance with OSC directive , applying trade restrictions

and other restrictions
- Leading a project to integrate with Comply Advantage, dealing directly with Product, Design, and SMT

team members for collaboration and requirements.

SOFTWARE ENGINEER, FundThrough INC - FEB 2019 - JULY 2021
- Developed scalable backend microservice capable of processing 2000+ invoices per second, by

leveraging my knowledge of system design and Ruby on Rails.
- Redesigned the FundThrough marketing site (fundthrough.com) using knowledge of Wordpress, PHP and

CSS, to bring branding more in line with FundThrough values.

EDUCATION
University Of Western Ontario, London Ontario — 1 Year Computer Science
Lighthouse Labs, Toronto Ontario — Software Engineer Bootcamp

SKILLS
(proficient) React Native, React, Typescript, Ruby On Rails, JavaScript, IOS, Android, Payments (Spreedly,
Adyen, PayTec), POS Apps, AWS, REST API, Webhooks, Websockets, NodeJs, Redux, SQL, PostgreSQL, Git,
HTML/CSS
(familliar): Docker, Python, GraphQL, PHP, Terraform

Contact
Email: antonmihail@gmail.com
Phone: +1-(226)-700-7741
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